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ABSTRACT

This project researches about the development of web prototype of
www.premiumcoffee.com. The author considers the details of Thai coffee
production, from manufacturer to distribution channel into the target market that
serves the customer's demand. The strength and quality of the company's wellknown products and services are pointed out. Marketing strategies define the
company's goals and support that helps achieve those goals. The SWOT analysis
uncovered the strengths and weakness, threats and opportunities within the
organization. The Internet is the powerful communication network for business
to allow the web site launches. It contains more information with interactive
multimedia and is an effective tool for marketing activities to support and
advertise Premium Coffee company product and service on a worldwide scale.
This project is constructed as a web prototype for premium coffee company as
an e-commerce that provides electronic on line catalogue and other useful
information for customers as well.
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I.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Background of the Project
In the third millennium, global business has realized the e-commerce application

to help the business in term of marketing, sales and promotion, advertising and
negotiation via the Internet. As we enter a new digital economy, the Internet is the most
effective media in current business world. E-commerce is more beneficial for every
business as we can open our shop 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Therefore, this is a good opportunity of our company to promote our wide range
of products to maximize our sales volume and maintain our customer's satisfaction,
both existing customers and potential customers. This web site is developed in order to
increase more communication channel in term of marketing and customer relationship
as fast as we could provide information and selling products over the Internet.
1.2

Objectives of the Project
Design and create a prototype model of a web site to promote an existing

company with the following goals:
(1)

To sell products across the network over the Internet.

(2)

To provide one stop information and shopping destination with Thai
gourmet coffee, a comprehensive range of roast and ground coffees,
instant drink mixes, coffee equipment and accessories for all wholesale
and retail coffee needs.

(3)

To create an on-line purchase system and registration of members both
existing customers and new customers in term of:
(a)

Increasing number of users or visitors

(b)

Customer's information databases
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(4)

Using e-commerce as a good network infrastructure to expand business
worldwide.

1.3

Scope of the Project
This project would be constructed as a prototype of the Thai coffee web site as

an electronic commerce application in terms of electronic online catalogue, quotation
requirement with quick respondents by e-mail. This web site will serve as a marketing
and selling tool by providing and online worldwide catalogue. The advantage in terms
of marketing and export is that using e-mail we can receive enquiries from target
customers and send them quotations quickly and easily. In addition, we can build brand
awareness of Thai coffee products for global perception.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Electronic Commerce - An Overview:
Most of the large business enterprises have used electronic commerce to conduct

their business-to-business transactions. Recently, many companies have used Electronic
data exchange (EDI) to communicate with their suppliers, shippers, and distributors.
They also use Electronic funds transfer (EFT) which provides a secure process in terms
of payment. EDI and EFT can be conducted over the Internet and with the increased
awareness and popularity on the Internet, electronic commerce has come to encompass
individual consumers as well as businesses of all sizes.
Electronic commerce (EC) is defined as the buying and selling of goods and
services over the Internet. From its inception, electronic commerce had included the
handling of purchase transactions and funds transfers over computer networks.
E-commerce is a system that includes not only those transactions that center on
buying and selling goods and services to directly generate revenue, but also those
transactions that support revenue generation, such as generating demand for those goods
and

services,

offering

sales

support

and

customer

service,

or

facilitating

communications between business partners. E-commerce builds on the advantage and
structures of traditional commerce by adding the flexibilities offered by electronic
network and low transaction cost of communication as well.
Moreover, E-commerce is attractive because it can be used to raise profit by
increasing revenue while decreasing cost. Companies can increase revenue by exploring
new opportunities for conducting commercial activities and expanding into the global
market. E-commerce is also bringing about advantages to both consumers and business
organizations both short-term and long-term benefits. It enables companies to open up
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to a new market and reach many audiences to increase their number of customers. It
allows companies to do business with their existing customer base much easier and
faster in terms of cost reduction as e-commerce reduces manpower and operating
expenses. The use of electronic documents not only speeds up processing time, but also
greatly facilitates data updating (e.g. for updating an inventory). Consequently, business
organizations can make use of e-commerce to enhance productivity. The advantage for
consumers is that they can search the global market anytime and anywhere. By using
search engines or search agents, consumers can easily compare product efficiently.
2.2

An introduction to Internet marketing

The Internet is now truly a global medium and is gaining new users at a
staggering rate (Network Wizards, 1999). When the World Wide Web (WWW) or web
first attracted the attention of business, it was generally conceived to be an extension of
direct marketing (Oldfield and Burnham, 1997). While many firms are setting up web
sites and making themselves more visible to customers and potential customers, other
firms have gone beyond using it as an extension to their direct marketing activity and
attempted to set up virtual models of business activity.
In traditional buying behavior theory, there is a large onus put on the customer
to search for a number of suppliers, who are interested in selling or buying products or
services. This is in order that they can compare prices and other attributes of the good or
service-to make an optimal purchase decision. Then, some exchange of currency will
take place for the product through some agreed upon, and ideally, secure channels. The
rapid globalization of markets is threatening retailers' traditional customer franchisewith consumers being served by a variety of physical and remote channels. The retailer
is beginning to use the Internet to move from mass marketing to mass customization, by
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using or developing new virtual channels to distribute their products and services. In
order to fully exploit the potential market of the Internet, it is the online vendors' task to
organize their 'Internet Marketing Function' (IMF) for the following: firstly, to be able
to create a solid and reliable corporate image; secondly, to build compelling sites; and
thirdly, to provide comfortable and supportive environments. The active involvement of
the consumer in the buying process is needed to utilize the design of new products and
the development of product and marketing strategies.
2.3

Database marketing and Relationship marketing

In direct marketing, database often refers to customer database that could be as
simple as a card file containing customer information. A database is typically files of
information, not necessarily of customers, stored in a computer medium, for easy and
rapid access, retrieval and manipulation.
In addition, database marketing whereby customer information, stored in an
electronic database, is utilized for targeting marketing activities. Information can be a
mixture of what is gleaned from previous interactions with the customer and what is
available from outside sources.
Regarding to relationship marketing, it has activities that build long-term buyerseller relationships by understanding and fulfilling customer needs better than
competitors do. Contemporary marketing management can be viewed as a value-adding
process directed toward relationship marketing. Developing continuous buyer-seller
relationships consistent with the intent of the new marketing concept and market-driven
management.
The importance of relationships in the marketing process becomes even more
compelling in view of the highly volatile and uncertain global business environment.
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The nature and strength of these relationships, as well as the overall management of the
marketing process, are affected significantly by such changes as the technology
explosion characterized by the enhanced information-transfer capabilities of the Internet
and the world wide web.
2.4

Coffee business in Thailand
Nowadays, many coffee suppliers who are manufacturers of Thai roast and

ground gourmet coffee, supply a wide range of coffee equipment to brew fresh coffee
and consistent quality to every cup. There are mainly 3 types of the espresso machine
maker on the market as the following categories:
(1)

Automatic coffee machine system

(2)

Semi-automatic coffee machine system

(3)

Manual coffee machine system

For Thai market, automatic machine is appropriate for customer needs. Due to this type
of machine it is easy for customers and their staffs who require less training and deliver
consistence quality of coffee every time. When the technician of coffee machine's
suppliers install the machine at a customer's place, together they develop the procedures
required, which are programmed into the machine, then anyone simply pushes a button
and the finest coffee in the cup.
Obviously, the expansion of the coffee market in Thailand is mainly due to
growth in consumption of roast and ground gourmet coffee and instant coffee. In
addition to this, there has also been a high increase in the number of coffee shops and
coffee companies who supply equipment, coffee beans and various coffee accessories.
Recently, the Thai market appears to be saturated with coffee shops, coffee comers,
kiosks or small booths.
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Most investors are looking for good, convenient locations and many people visit
those areas for example, gasoline stations, department stores, and office buildings,
Moreover, fresh brewed coffee is more attractive for restaurants, fast food outlets, hotel,
at home and offices. The specialty coffee market will grow over the next several years
and coffee shops will be franchised all over Thailand throughout Asia, Europe and
America. It continues to generate sales revenue and high income each year.
Many coffee companies are looking to develop new products suitable for
commercial use and for large volume outlets such as a leading manufacturer of espresso
machine. The point here is that consumers are increasingly demanding specialty coffee.
Consumers are becoming more demanding and adventurous in selecting their favourite
brew and expect better quality and more varieties of coffee than they did a few years
ago.
Moreover, the consumers do not like same coffee as hot coffee, iced coffee,
cappuccino or latte. Some customers want to experiment additional :flavours. In fact, a
lot of customers want to add flavour to their coffee such as conventional flavour (vanilla
or chocolate) and wildy exotic (pink grapefruit or cranberry for example). So, coffee
suppliers has recognized :flavouring to enhance coffee during the brewing process, and
customers can select their own favourite or choose from standard or special syrups
depending on their preference.
2.5

Thai Coffee in worldwide:

Coffee from Thailand has long been known in the International market, and
during the last decade it has added a good-quality Arabica crop to the country's larger
Robusta harvest. Moreover, Thailand is a coffee nation, ranked third (after Indonesia
and Vietnam) in Southeast Asia in annual raw coffee production.
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In 1976, Thailand officially became a coffee exporting nation, selling 850 tons
of Robusta coffee in the world market. Thai Robusta coffee is grown on plantations in
Southern Thailand. Thai Robusta is of good quality and internationally well established.
Major export markets are the United States, Europe, Japan and Singapore.
In the local market, Robusta is mainly used for all kinds of canned coffee drinks
as well as soluble (instant) coffee. Proper processing and new roasting technologies,
however, allow gourmet and bean coffee roasters to also create good quality blends with
Thai Robusta.
Furthermore, Thailand has great potential to strengthen its position on the world
coffee map. Experiments at various research stations in northern and southern. Thailand
has proven that various types of top quality Arabica and Robusta beans can be
successfully cultivated with proper care and management.
In its 1993 report of the world coffee market, the Robobank of the Netherlands,
specialized in agricultural finance, writes: "Southeast Asia, and more specifically
Vietnam and Thailand, have good opportunities as coffee producing countries because
of the low production costs."
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III. MARKETIN PLAN

3.1

Business Overview

Premium Coffee business is about providing a range of Thai roast and ground
gourmet coffee and various types of powdered beverage mixes. The raw materials used
are overwhelmingly from Thailand, refined sugar and fruit powders for the mixes, Thai
Arabica and Robusta coffee beans for the gourmet and filter coffees. The company also
supplies a complete package of coffee equipment for making coffee taste better. The
company stocks various types of coffee machine to suit the customer's needs and
decision. Premium coffee company after-sales-technical support team-service is always
available to help customers in terms of giving good advice and providing solutions for
any problems that may arise.
Head quarter of company is in Bangkok and company's distribution network is in
many important provincial centres all over Thailand. The company's potential
customers are coffee makers who brew fresh coffee and work in the food service
industry like the following:
(a)

Hotels and Resorts

(b)

Restaurants

(c)

Pubs and Clubs

(d)

Fast food chain or other food and beverage outlets

(e)

Bakery shop and coffee shop

( f)

Office and at home

Premium coffee company proudly brings the coffee experience to everyone. The
company is committed to helping company's customers create the perfect cup of coffee
and experience to meet their needs. Whether in a shop or at a college, in an office or at
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home, company has developed a wide variety of quality products and business
opportunities that will warm up your workplace. The company aim is to bring the finest
gourmet coffee in Thailand to the global market and to wherever there are convenient
target markets and existing customers.
So, the premium coffee company will be faced with new challenges: first, in terms
of establishing awareness of our products' very existence and secondly, to create a good
image of Thai coffee, locally as well as internationally.
3.2

Mission Statement

Premium coffee company has created the Thai coffee web site that integrate
technology and marketing relationship to meet the customer needs and enhance
customer's satisfaction. This web site represents company's image and provides useful
information for the customer. The company sells products and services to the food
services outlets, restaurants, coffee comers or coffee shops and new entrepreneurs who
are looking for good quality coffee equipment and gourmet coffee with competitive
price as well as reliable after sales service.
The company increases one more marketing tool as usmg the Internet to
communicate and serves the customer's requirements all 24 hours a day and 7 days a
week. The company has decided to use electronic commerce to enhance the advantage
to the organization as the following:
(1)

Increase sales next year by 15% over this year figure.

(2)

Generate a return on investment of 15 percent next year.

(3)

Reduce transaction communication cost and paper based document
such as printing catalogue, quotation and price list by 20% below this
year's level.
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(4)

Building long-term customer relationship by providing interests new
or update news about Thai coffee market and global market.

(5)

Recommendation or guide how to make a perfect cup and offer
varieties of coffee to customers.

(6)

Innovative for coffee business idea to develop new products to market.

(7)

Give high attention to every stage of the production process from
planting, post harvesting to processing at international standard.

(8)

From the selecting of raw green bean to storage, the quality assurance
is emphasized at every stage of the process to ensure that the finished
product meets each client's specific needs.

3.3

Current Marketing Situation:

Coffee represents the second most important commodity to be traded on the
global level, crude oil being number one. Many people wake up every morning to a cup
of fresh coffee. Then add the coffee consumed repeatedly throughout the day- served in
restaurants, homes, offices, convenience stores and at, almost any social function.
Coffee is seen as a "common" product consumed frequently.
The coffee business in Thailand is quite interesting because Thai people widely
consume coffee. Formerly they were businessmen and tourists, but nowadays the whitecollars and students have started to visit coffee shops. Therefore, good opportunities
still remain in the cafe business, as the consumer behaviour tends to view coffee as a
fun drink, one that goes with entertainment as well as acting as a stimulant.
Some 60% of the market shares belong to overseas franchises, while 40% goes
to local brand. There are four types of shop layouts for the new age cafes.
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1.

Coffee houses that are located in the business area or any area that has wide
space to build one shop with good decoration inside the shop. Coffee
entrepreneurs would consider the best location for their shops.

2.

Coffee comers that sell coffee as the main menu with a few supplementary
snacks.

3.

Restaurant which expand their service to target family groups and offers the
attractions of a restaurant.

4.

Coffee comer cum snack bars focus on selling coffee together with baked
goods, and has now seized on locations in office buildings as its marketing
niche.

5.

Small booth or mini-cafe, focuses on selling fresh-brewed coffee along with
other drinks. This type has been the focus of development by many local
coffee shop business entrepreneurs and are ubiquitous, with only some
variations in theme, using more modem appliances and equipment, plus more
attractive decorative packaging to encourage consumers; some cafes in this
group have their own franchise brand-names.

3.4

The Marketing Mix:
The basic tool that is used in the local Thai market and global market for selling

products and services to target customers is marketing mix. These elements of the
marketing mix must be designed and coordinated by our organization to achieve
synergy in the marketplace are as following:
3.4.1

Product:
The Premium coffee company represents Thai roast and ground gourmet

coffee from the manufacturer to the customer coffee experience. We offer high quality
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control of coffee production to serve the customer demand in terms of delivering the
freshest of coffee to their cup. There are 2 types of coffee for ground coffee and coffee
beans as well as varieties of coffee blend for different taste and style of drinking, for
example:
Morning:

Bean 200 g packed, a kicking, slightly bitter wake-up blend

All day:

Bean 200 g packed, a medium-roast, full bodied flavour blend

After dinner:

Bean 200 g packed, a mild, stomach-friendly blend

Espresso:

Bean 200 g packed, a strong, dark-roasted, slightly sourish and
sweet blend

Mocca:

Bean 200 g packed, a dark, very aromatic, tasty blend

However, the Premium coffee company distributes the coffee equipment from
machines to accessories such as cups, filter paper, and so on. The company provides
valuable coffee machines with high technology and convenience for using the
company's products. Product instruction manual is available both in Thai and English
language. Furthermore, the company has coffee machine training programs provided by
professional training team who give advice and how to maintain every coffee machine
purchased. The company also provides an excellent after sales service with good
technical support team on hand to offer solutions for any problems that customer may
encounter.
The company's wide range of products is mainly a beverage section including
instant powdered mix for tea with fruit flavour, chocolate and orange juice. The
company's customers gain more benefit when purchasing premium coffee company's
products in terms of commercial users and coffee makers. The competitive advantage of
the premium coffee company's organization is that we offer a more complete range of
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coffee equipment and fresh coffee as well as other accessories and various types of
beverages to the company's target market.
3.4.2

Price:
The Premium coffee company sets up price of each product in term of high

value and high quality. We separate the selling price into 2 sections offer to customers
in the following markets:
(a)

Local Thai Market:
Basically, the company has wide range of product selling and we would like

to describe each category with the following details:
(1) Coffee machine:

The company sets up the price in term of quality of products and more value
for customer. Each coffee machine operates by assurance in term of quality and high
capacity each model. Every coffee machine has warranty for 1 year after being
purchased from the company. The company also gives 20% discount from the selling
price of each machine and gives 1 carton of coffee beans free of charge when the
customer buy the machine. The customers can select flavour of coffee according to
their need and satisfaction. Most customers buy the coffee machine for commercial use
and they need the freshest coffee beans and good taste for selling in their shops. So, the
company provides coffee beans for them the first time they purchase and then they
could get repeat order of the coffee beans. Moreover, the company would provide a
training program by the company's sales staff to suggest basic instructions for using the
coffee machine and easy maintenance by themselves. The company does not charge
delivery service for Bangkok area and the suburb.
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(2)

Roast & Ground gourmet Coffee:
The company offers price for this product by the kilo because customers

could get lower price when they buy more quantity. Most of the company's customers
buy coffee beans to make delicious cups of coffee for their customers, and they has
realized the low cost of coffee bean as well. Therefore, our price is competitive and fair
to buyers. The company strategy has set up the minimum order to get delivery free for
the customer who should order 5 kilo up or a carton.
(3)

Instant powder mixes:
The company offers price in terms of good quality and value-added. This

product has more value for the customers as they could gain profit when they use our
product to serve their own customers.
(b)

Export Market:
The company expands business to global market and offers price of each product

to compete with other suppliers from many parts of the world. There are many coffee
companies that supply coffee in each region so our price would be lower and have
more value than competitors. The company offers price in terms of Euro price for each
product. Our price does not include transportation fee and, the company wants to get
L/C from customers to confirm customer's payment.
3.4.3

Place:
The company's distribution service network is located in an important

provincial area so that we could expand business of the company throughout Thailand.
The company distribution centre is located in Bangkok area and then we supply our
products to each inventory by transporting all the goods by truck. In the export
distribution channel, we distribute our goods to the customer by using courier services.
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3.4.4

Promotion:
Promotions and communications are the tools that the company uses to

communicate with our customers in terms of traditional communication or electronic
communication as follows:
(1)

Personal selling: This method provides personal contact and service by sales
person.

(2)

Advertising: This method uses printing catalogue or brochure.

(3)

Public Relation: The company has planned to promote our products in trade
shows or food festivals that there is an exhibition held every year.

(4)

Electronic media: The company creates a website which increases one more
channel for promote company and its products. Internet has conducted the
company's business and expanded Thai local brand and product to global
market. The company will print the Premium coffee company website's name
in the company name card and catalogue to build perception of our activities.
We have registered with search engines in famous websites for customers who
could seek the information that could match with their requirement and link to
our website easily.

3.5

SWOT ANALYSIS:

Strengths:
1.

Leader and expert in finest coffee making with long time experience in Thai local
market and good reputation of coffee quality.

2.

Company offers complete range of coffee equipment separately with many
functions and provides full option of coffee machines. The company also supplies
raw materials with good quality from coffee beans through the production of
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roasting coffee procedure. There is also more variety of accessories available for
coffee maker.
3.

Good reputation of service that we provide after-sell-service by professional
technical team which services 7 days a week and also provides the instructions and
tips of maintenance for each model on the Internet.

4.

All of products meet with customer's demand and satisfaction. There is brand
awareness of products and is well known by word of mouth.

5.

Good supply chain management that the company has own manufacturers for
production of Thai gourmet coffee and distribution center is located in Bangkok
and other important provincial centers to serve customer's demand and provide
dispatch delivery products for each area.

6.

Coffee specialist

7.

Provide value-added information about coffee knowledge and individual coffee
recipe.

Weaknesses:
1.

Limited advertising budget for approaching a new market.

2.

Need more human resources to support the Information technology department.

Opportunities:
1.

To be able to develop the company's quality of customer service level for serving
the future growth demand.

2.

To be able to develop new products for the existing market or launches to the new
market to increase sales revenue and gain more profit.

3.

To be able to increases new product items by each category to enhance number of
consumers in the existing market.
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Threats:
1.

Competitors have opened coffee shops around Bangkok and many provinces
throughout Thailand.

2.

Competitors have developed new tools of products and expanded their business to
our target market. They have provided vending machines of instant coffee to attract
the customers by using competitive price.

3.

Some customers have become health conscious.

4.

Competitors import higher capacity of coffee machines and offer new product items
to increase their market shares.

3.6

Market Segmentation
The company identifies the market segments according to the target marketing

that it can serve more effectively. The customer segments exhibit different needs or
products responses so the company segments consumer market by looking at consumer
characteristics: geographic, demographic and psychographic.
(1)

Geographic Segmentation: The company segments the market in Thailand

by starting from Bangkok to the suburb areas and then extending the business areas to
the eastern, southern, northern and north-eastern part of Thailand. Each area would be a
popular and famous place that tourists always visit. Consequently, the number of
tourists, both foreigners and Thai people are very high depending on occasions or
season. Therefore, many investors consider to doing business about food services and
tourism services that are related to the company target market.
(2)

Demographic Segmentation: Regarding this market segment it is divided

into groups on the basis of variables such as age, gender, income, occupation,
education, nationality and social class. These variables are in order to estimate the size
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of the target market and the media that should be used to reach it efficiently. The
company analyzes these demographic variables according to the following details:
Age: Consumers age should be range between 20 to 49 years old because
gourmet coffee has caffeine that makes simultaneous energy for middle aged persons.
Coffee is appropriate for people who are working because they prefer to consume
beverage that would be able to wake them up and energetic. Most of people during
middle age, are looking to build their own business as well.
Gender: Coffee can serve both male and female consumers.
Income: Buyers should be able to have more power when purchasing these
products because most of them are willing to buy products for using in their business.
(3)

Behavioral Segmentation: Attitude of audiences can be segmented as

positive, different, negative and hostile. Attitude toward freshness and full body coffee
tm;te would he effect behavior and reaction to the advertising of fine gourmet coffee for
their cup and the best coffee in town.
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IV. WEB DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN

4.1 Web Site Design
Premium coffee web site is designed based on the concept of easy navigation,
user friendly, publishing and maintaining an online catalogue easily. This includes the
ability to update or change any catalogue details quickly and simply, so that the
company feels confident to implement rapid changes as and when the need arises. The
web site is designed by using the program Dream weaver. The company has designed
this web site with brown, orange and yellow color because products are related with
those colors and the users will perceive and understand the characteristic of products as
well. The site structure of Premium coffee company starts with a home page, serving as
a clear entrance to other pages. The home page is linked with every page such as:
1)

Home

2)

About Us

3)

Products

4)

Thai Coffee

5)

Recipe

6)

Services

7)

FAQ

8)

Member Register

9)

Contact Us
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4.2

Domain Name

Domain name is the location of an entity on the Internet. The selection of domain
names is a major consideration when doing business online, and it is often one of the
first issues to be addressed. While a good domain name won't guarantee success, it can
have a positive (or negative) impact on almost every aspect of online business.
Our domain name is http://www.premiumcoffee.com. We selected this domain
name, because it is easy to remember and minimizes confusion.
4.3

The objective of the site:

The company's purposes for an online presence on the Internet to accomplish the
following objectives:
(1)

Build a positive image of the company by products and services. Promote

and expand the market for Thai gourmet coffee and related products. To provide
information about the company and make it easy to browse for products by category
using an online catalogue via the net. Building brand awareness of Thai gourmet coffee
product to global market and local market as well and thereby increases the market
confidence in Thai products, in terms of quality and prompt delivery of service.
(2)

To contribute good image of web site as a brand of the company in terms of:
(a)

The quality of the design about size and the quality of the photos or
illustrations.

(b)

The clarity of wording.

(c)

The sense of interest and excitement.

(d)

The color scheme and graphics.

(e)

The download time.

(f)

The structure of the site.
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(g)
(3)

The all-important navigation system.

The company uses the web to bring company leads and provide information

to support the sale and attract prospects, then visitors discover what business of
company is in and e-mail or phone us. So, the company would create member
registration to record customer information and their particular interest that can then be
followed up in terms of direct marketing activities. Then the marketing management
team closes the sale by phone, e-mail, or face-to-face. The company also designs online
response form "mailto" e-mail links that allow prospects or customer to contact us
easily and quickly. By increasing the company's service level, the company gives the
instruction manual for how to use products and how to maintain products by service in
content of Frequency Answer Questions.
(4) Increase marketing channel by using electronic commerce and technology to
be more competitive whilst also providing advantages for serving customer need and
have personal contact. The company could sell products and services directly over the
web and then the company may be able to sell advertising because of company's
outstanding content.
(5) Reduce transaction cost of communication for long distance and offer the
easiest way to purchase our products. The Internet saves time, as it is significantly less
expensive and more accurate to have a customer enter an order over the Internet than it
is to take it by phone. Cost of sales materials and advertising such as printing catalog is
lower on the Internet.
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4.4

Hardware Preparation
To operate E-commerce, the equipment that considered are listed below:
(1)

PC or personal computer: Pentium III 450 MHz Processor, 128 MB of
RAM, 20 GB of Hard Disk, 15 inch Monitor, Keyboard and Mouse, and CD
Writer

(2)

Modem

(3)

Printer Laser Jet 1100

4.5 Software Preparation
Software used for developing the web site are the following:
(1)

Window 2000 with IIS Web Server.

(2)

Macromedia Dreamweaver 4.0

(3)

Macromedia Flash 5.0

(4)

Adobe Photoshop 6.0

(5)

ACDSee 5.0

(6)

Internet Explorer 6.0

(7)

MS Office 2000
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4.6 Premium coffee site map

The structure of the Premium coffee web site is shown in figure 4.1 below:

Home

About Us

Coffee Machines

Products

Roast & Ground

Thai coffee

Instant Powder

Recipe

Services

FAQ

Member

Contact Us

Figure 4.1.

Premium coffee site map.
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4. 7 Page Layout
Premium coffee page layout is shown in figure 4.2 as shown below:

Company's title
Logo
Navigation Bar
Navigation
bar

Web Page

Company's address and contacts

Figure 4.2.

Premium coffee page layout.
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4.8 Premium coffee web site features
At premium coffee web site, the visitor can find the following web pages:

4.8.1 Premium coffee homepage: The first page is an introduction to the premium
coffee web site.

Home I Register I FAQs! Co:

Figure 4.3. Homepage.
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4.8.2 About Us: The second page is business overview of the company.

Favorites

Tools

Help

Home I Register I FAQs! Contact U

AhoutUs
Products

Om· lmsiness is ahout providing a
range of Thai roast aml gromul
gom1net coffee and various types of
powdered beverage mixes.
The raw materials use cl are overwhelmingly from
Thailand, refined sugar and fruit powders for the mixes,
Thai arahita and Rohusta coffee heans for the gounnet
and filter coffees.

vVe also supply a wmplete package of coffee equipment
for makinz coffee taste better. \Ve stock vaiious tvues of

Figure 4.4. About Us Page.
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4.8.3 Product Page: This page shows the main categories of company's product

making it easy for users who seek information on specific products such as coffee
machines, roast & ground coffee and instant drink mixes.

File

Edit

View

Favorites

Tools

Help

Horne I Register I FAQs! Con

INST ANT DHINK MIXES
l\llACHINES

About Us

With fruit flavors.

We offer various
type of coffee
machines to serve
with your need.
Please click here to
select models and
find them in more
detials.

Lemon, Peach, Watermelon anc
Apple ...
>->

Roast & Ground
Coffee

>>

Figure 4.5 Product Page.
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(a) Coffee Machines Page: This page provides a product description for each
model. The users are able to order the coffee machines easily by entering the
number of units they wish to order and then press the "add to cart button". The
system will show the amount of order items and ask the confirmation of this
order for the users to submit the billing information and invoicing.

Home I Register I FAQsl (

Cialdy 10 Espresso Machine-for Fresh Coffee & Tea Pod

Convenience anytime, anywhere
Item code: mac-pic/tsk-1813
Price: Baht 4,950.00/unit.
About Us

Quantity

~"

,Saeco Vienna-De-Luxe

~-Afl

Figure 4.6. Coffee Machine Page.
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(b)

Roast & Ground Coffee Page: This page shows the coffee blends that the
company sells to the market. The users can select coffee blends and add quantity
of each blend on this page.

Favorites

~Media

Home I Reg;iste

All our retail coffee blends, with the exception of the Decaffeinated
made out of ioo% Thai Coffee, Arabica from the North and Robusta
Thailand.

About Us

Figure 4.7. Roast & Ground Gourmet Coffee Page.
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Morning Retail Bean
200 g, a kicking, slightly bitter wake-up blend
Item code: cof-ret/be-mor20
Price: Baht 70.00/pkt
"¥{"

Quantity

J

Md ro Cart

All-Day Retail Bean
200 g, a medium-roast, full bodied flavor blend
Item code: cof-ret/be-day20
Price: Baht 75.00/pkt
Quantity

fl My Computer

Figure 4.8. Roast & Ground Gourmet Coffee Page.
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(c) Instant Drink Mixes Page: This page shows the 4 flavours of Bontea products that
the company offers such as lemon, peach, apple and watermelon.

BonteaMix
With Natural Fruit Powder and Vitamin C!
About Us

Lemon5oog
Item code: tea-bon/lem-500-01
Price: Baht 80.oo;tin
Quantity

Figure 4.9. Instant Drink Mixes Page.
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(d) Order Summary Status Page: This page view quantity of products and amount in
the user's cart.

Home I Register I fAQsl

AhoutUs

Nore: Price notinclwfutg VAT.

E-mail'.
Password:

'fl My Computer

Figure 4.10. Order Summary Status Page.
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4.8.4

Thai Coffee Knowledge Page: This page provides the information on Thai
Coffee Robusta and Arabica growing in Thailand.

Figure 4.11. Thai Coffee Page.
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4.8.5 Recipe Page: This page provides the main recipes of coffee that the customers
could make by themselves.

Home I Register I FAQs! Contact Us

About Us

Figure 4.12. Recipe Page.
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4.8.6

Services Page: This page is helpful for customers who need the emergency
services and technical support.

File

Edit

VieW

Favorites

Tools

Help

Home I Register I FAQs! (

For emergency service and technical support,
please call or E-Mail:
About Us

BANGKOK and surrounding areas
Tel: (02) 683-3322-9Fax: (02) 683-3378

Recipe

E-Mail: service-center@premiumcoffee.com

Figure 4.13. Service Page.
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4.8. 7 Register Page: The customers could register their personal information to
this page so that they can receive useful news and information on any special
promotions.

Favorites

'1f' Media

Home I Register I FAQs I (

Login name:
[ Letters or nurnbe-Is on!y no spaces or special characters )

Password:
{Password must be at least 6 characters· no spaces or special cha!acters)

About Us

Confirm Password:
Gender: !Female

iJ

First Name:
Recipe

Last Name:
Birthday

[OTiJ !January

iJ j1901 iJ

E-mail Address:

Figure 4.14 Register Page.
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4.8.8 FAQ: The frequently asked questions page will provide quick answers to the
customer queries.

Search ·:

~(Favorites

"'Meda

H<rn"' I Reg:isrer I FAQs I (

Q::rs decalsification ofmy coffee machine necessary in Thailand?
How often do I have to decalsify my machine?

About Us

A: Water in Thailand is very soft aJ'.ld calcium, therefore, is not a big
problem.Decalsification, however, is a cleaning and purification process
that prQtects the inner parts Qfyourcoffee machine and makes it last

Recipe

longer.
YQU shoulddecalsify yQur machine whenever yQur digital display or

Figure 4.15. FAQ Page.
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4.9

Database Preparation
The company collected data by using relational DBMS. Because the relational

data model represents all data in the database as simple two-dimensional tables called
relations, the tables appear similar to flat files, but the information in more than one
table can be easily extracted and combined. Our table on database is shown as follows:
Table 4.1. Administrator.
Field Name

Data Type

Field Size

Description

ID

AutoNumber

Long Integer

Primary Key

Username

Text

50

Password

Text

50

Table 4.2. Category.
Field Name

Data Type

Field Size

Description

CatID

AutoNumber

Long Integer

Primary Key

CatName

Text

50

CatLive

Yes/No

-

CatDesc

Memo

-

Table 4.3

Subcategory.

Field Name

Data Type

Field Size

Description

SubCatID

AutoNumber

Long Integer

Primary Key

CatID

Number

Long Integer

SubCatName

Text

50
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SubCatLive

Yes/No

-

SubCatDesc

Memo

-

Table 4.4. Customer.

Field Name

Data Type

Field Size

Description

CID

Auto Number

Long Integer

Primary Key

CName

Text

50

CSumame

Text

50

CEmail

Text

75

CAge

Text

50

CS ex

Text

50

CCompany

Text

50

CPassword

Text

50

CAddress

Memo

-

CZip

Number

Long Integer

CProvince

Text

250

CCountry

Number

Long Integer

CTel

Text

50

CFax

Text

50

Table 4.5. Orders Detail.

Field Name

Data Type

Field Size

Description

ID

AutoNumber

Long Integer

Primary Key
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OID

Number

Long Integer

Pro ID

Number

Long Integer

ProName

Text

100

Pro Price

Number

Double

Pro Unit

Number

Long
Interger

Pro Total

Number

Double

Table 4.6. Orders.

Field Name

Data Type

Field Size

Description

OID

AutoNumber

Long Integer

Primary Key

SubTotal

Number

Double

Shipprice

Number

Double

VAT

Number

Double

Total

Number

Double

Time

Date/Time

-

CID

Number

Long Integer

Cname

Text

50

Csumame

Text

50

Ccompany

Text

50

Caddress

Memo

-

Czip

Number

Long Integer

Cprovince

Text

50
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Ccountry

Number

Long Integer

Payment

Text

50

PaymentDeta

Text

255

Number

Long Integer

il
Status

Table 4.7. ProdMap.
Field Name

Data Type

Field Size

Description

CatID

Number

Long Integer

Primary Key

SubCatID

Number

Long Integer

Primary Key

Pro ID

Number

Long Integer

Primary Key

Table 4.8 ProductMas.
Field Name

Data Type

Field Size

Description

Pro ID

AutoNumber

Long Integer

Primary Key

ProCode

Number

Long Integer

CatID

Number

Long Integer

SubCatID

Number

Long Integer

ProName

Text

100

ProPackSize

Text

50

ProCompany

Text

100

ProimageS

Text

50

ProimageL

Text

50
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ProFeature

Memo

-

ProDescri pti

Memo

-

Pro Link

Text

150

Pro Stock

Number

Long Integer

Pro Live

Yes/No

-

Pro Price

Number

Double

ProPrice2Plu

Number

Double

Pro Discount

Number

Double

ProDiscount2

Number

Double

Yes/No

-

on

s

Plus
ProShipping

Table 4.9. Shipping.

Field Name

Data Type

Field Size

Description

Id

AutoNumber

Long Integer

Primary Key

Country

Text

100

Shipprice

Number

Long Integer
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V. FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
5.1 Cost and Benefit Analysis
Cost Analysis
To establish the system, the company considers total cost analysis. There are one
time costs (development cost, sets of PC and related software) and recurring costs
(maintenance and data storage). Cost and benefit analysis is important for the business
set up. This projected model helps us to estimate the cost and the benefit that will be in
the real business.
1.

The Proposed System Cost Estimation
Cost or expense that will occur for the business model is as follows:
(a) Computer Hardware
(b) Application Software
(c) Web Site Design
(d) Domain name registration
(e) Web hosting fee
(f) Rent office and other expenses

(g) Salary
(h) Maintenance Cost
(i) Office supplies and Miscellaneous
2.

The Proposed System Benefit Estimation
(a) Selling online profit
(b) Income from event and trade show exhibition
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Table 5.1: Costs and Benefit Analysis.

Year
Proposed system cost

3

2

1

5

4

Hardware Cost

55,000

0

0

0

0

Software Cost

35,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

500

500

500

500

500

7,200

7,200

7,200

7,200

7,200

97,700

12,700

12,700

12,700

12,700

Salary ( 1 Manager)

360,000

378,000

396,000

416,745

437,582

Salary (5 Staffs)

360,000

378,000

396,000

416,745

437,582

Total

720,000

756,000

793,800

833,490

875,164

3,000,000

1,000,000

1,200,000

1,200,000

1,400,000

License Fee

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

Maintenance Expense

12,000

12,000

12,000

12,000

12,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

10,000

7,500

7,500

7,500

7,500

2,500

2,500

2,500

2,500

2,500

3,054,500

1,052,000

1,252,000

1,252,000

1,452,000

3,872,200

1,820,700

2,058,500

2,098,190

2,339,864

Domain name registration
W eh hosting fee
Total

Ogerating Cost

Product Cost

Equipment Expense
Utilities Expense
Transportation Expense

Total
Total Proposed System
Cost
Proposed System Revenue

-

Annual Benefit
Income from events and
trade show exhibitions
Selling online profit

1,000,000

1,200,000

1,200,000

1,200,000

1,200,000

1,000,000

2,750,000

2,400,000

2,800,000

3,200,000

Total Revenue

2,000,000

3,950,000

3,600,000

4,000,000

4,400,000
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Breakeven Point Line Graph

....,,

-.-Year

0

0
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~
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..!!!

-m-Cumulati-.e Total Proposed
System Cost

:::i

Cumulati-.e Total Re-.enue

E
:::i

0

2

4

3

5

Year

Figure 5.1. Breakeven Point.

Payback Period

Cost and Benefit Analysis of Paybacks period from the project plan is shown in
the table below.
Table 5.2. Payback Period.
Cumulative Profit

1

Cumulative Total Proposed Cumulative
System Cost
Total Revenue
3,872,200
2,000,000

2

5,692,900

5,950,000

-257,100

3

7,751,400

9,550,000

-1,798,600

4

9,849,590

13,550,000

3,700,410

5

12,189,454

17,950,000

5,760,546

Year

-1,872,200

From the table above, the return on investment will be between in Year 2 and
Year 3. The pay back period can be approximately calculated as follows:
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[(1,798,600)- (-257,100)]/360

Benefit per day (Year 2 and Year 3)

4,298.94 Baht
Payback Period

=

257,100/4,281.94
60 days or 2 months.

In conclusion, the source of income of the Premium coffee company will be
generated from coffee machines and other products sold to the target customers. For the
expectation of cost and customer flow above, expected return of investment will be
within approximately 2 years.
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VI.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Conclusions

Premium Coffee web site is aiming to encourage the offline sale of the Premium
Coffee Company to be well recognized worldwide and to support marketing
activities and develop marketing relationship to the target market as well as expand
the company business to achieve company's goal. This "Premium Coffee Company
Online" is one of the company's marketing tools. It also serves as a communication
channel between the company and its customers.
Various features of the Premium Coffee web site are aimed to achieve its
objective. The product page allows the customers to seek the updated information
for latest Premium Coffee Company's catalog. These products catalogs are provided
to the customers free of charge. Customers can find more in each product categories
such as Coffee machine, Roast & Ground Coffee and Instant Powder Mixes.
Contact Us page allows the customers to e-mail or send any request to management
directly over the web. The customers will get a reply within 24 hours. These
features are aimed to encourage the Premium coffee offline sale.
The Premium coffee web site also serves as a communication channel with the
public. The company background information is provided at About Us Page.
Customers can register their personal data at the member registration page to receive
the newsletters from the company. The Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs), Thai
coffee knowledge and Recipe pages are the additional features of Premium coffee
web site. For the emergency services there is the service page in the web site
available for customers to request Premium services.
The Premium coffee web site is user friendly to the visitors. They can easily
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navigate through out the web site since Premium coffee web site is simple and not
too complicated. The content is rich with useful information for the visitors.
Finally, the web site strategy will be integrated with the company marketing
strategy and the company objectives. As one of the most powerful marketing tools
in the company, this web site ultimately yield positive effects for the premium
coffee offline sale, improves the shop's image, and maintains customer relationship.
6.2 Recommendations
This type of application for Thai Coffee Web Site is able to create, publish and
maintain an online catalogue easily. This includes the ability to update or change any
catalogue details quickly and simply, so that our company feels confident to implement
rapid changes as and when the need arises.
We have published a high quality online catalogue. This catalogue provides the
administrator with the ability to receive orders or order enquiries from the potential
customers, process them and provide a quick response to them using telephone, fax,
direct mail or e-mail upon their request. We could provide another option to make
contact in the traditional way by our sales representative who may service our
customers in their own homes or shops.
We need to receive any feedback from our customers to improve and develop
our company system both online and offline, and to help us develop a range of products
in the future to meet their needs as well as improve on our customer service. We
provide the published live catalogue tool in order to provide good presentation in a way
that is easy to navigate. Customers can browse the products by category and a product
description is also available online to place orders.
In addition, we feature all products on the web site and keep them updated about
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